Since government, even in its best
state is an evil, the object principally
to be aimed at is that we should
have as little of it as the general
peace of human society will permit.
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TTS incredible how subjectively people
reason in politics, or bow much
patriotism enhances self-righteousness. I
was reminded of this anew the day
after Krushchev’s ouster when a co
worker pointed out smugly: “That’s how
they do things over there.” “Yeah,” I
answered, “but over here they shoot
’em.”
On the other hand all reactions are
Goldwater, on the other hand, is pecu
not quite so hopeless. Recently I went
into a Drug Store while wearing my liarly vulnerable (in fact peculiar, period)
“Nobody for President” pin—the sine to lampooning and is the butt of dozens
qua non of the well-dressed anarchist. of gags. My friend in the drugstore
(There’s another election pin which says told me that when Barry was asked how
“Vote No For President” but I haven’t many states he thought he could carry,
picked one up yet.) The salesman looked he answered: “All Thirteen.” Then
at my pin and broke up. “That’s right,” again when he was asked what he would
he said, “no matter who wins, it’ll be a do in the event of a Russian attack he
nobody.” Evidently there’s a good deal answered: “I’d draw the covered wagons
of this sort of general disgust prevalent, into a circle.” One of his campaign
because another friend of mine quoted slogans was reputed to be: Kill the
someone as describing the election as a Poor; and another Kill the Aged.
choice between a thief and a maniac.
For a long time prior to his nomina
My own analogy is that of the stan tion I had been seeing stickers on con
dard routine used by the police in which servative automobile bumpers reading:
one cop clobbers the victim for a while “AuHiO in 64” but laterly I’ve been
and then the second cop comes in and encountering the liberals’ rebuttal to that
approach
which
reads:
gives the poor guy a cigarette. I some chemical
how think of Johnson *a5s the one with “NH2CONH2 on AuH20.” (NH2GONH2
the cigarette.
is the formula for urea.) There are in

Goldwater,

We’ll Die Laughing

Says American Correspondent
numerable other bumjjer slogans such
as: “Help Goldwater Stamp Out Peace;”
“Goldwater Scares Me;’| “Goldwater For
Halloween;” and one reading, “Up and
Out with Goldwater” superimposed on a
mushroom cloud. Among the political
stickers suggested by Strike (published
by the .Socialist Party of Ohio) is one
expressing the sentiments, “Goldwater
for Fire Hydrant” with, a sketch of a
hydrant and a dog with raised leg.
A more involved anecdote concerns
three surgeons who were; bragging about
their most illustrious cases. The first
surgeon described how a patient was
once brought to him with a completely
severed leg, but after his superb efforts
the patient became an Olympic runner.
Then the Second surgeon cited a pheno
menal case wherein he, reconnected five
completely severed fingers on a patient

who subsequently became a concert
pianist. But the third surgeon informed
his colleagues that they weren’t even in
the running. It seems that one time a
patient of his went horseback riding and
he inadvertently rode into a stone quarry
where there was blasting going on. The
result was that the poor fellow was
blown absolutely to smithereens. “I was
immediately alerted,” continued the sur
geon, “while a searching party went
through the debris. All they could find
to bring into the operating room was
the horse’s ass and a pair of horn-rimmed
glasses, but now it’s running for Presi
dent of the United States.”
In this category Lyndon B. has drop
ped far behind. However the recent
arrest of one of his aides as a homo
sexual engendered the slogan: “Either
Way with LBJ.” Other than as a
macabre joke, however, it seems that
poor old Barry is virtually being written
off. This is perhaps unfortunate he-

TUBE MEN BACK, UNDER PROTEST

cause he’s probably closer to anarchism
in his own Bizarre way than Johnson is.
Also it could be quite seriously argued
that a Goldwater victory might have the
beneficial result of precipitating some
semblance of a left in this country.
At the moment, however, the only
thing Barry has precipitated is a sort of
Anarchists for Johnson campaign. It’s
pretty weird when you run into comrades
who have non-voted for 20 years, and
they tell you they’ve just registered so
they can vote against Barry. I don’t
think that jolted me quite so much as
the Tolstoyan—a convicted CO of World
War II—who was going to contest his
status as a disenfranchised felon so he
too could go all the way with LBJ. Yet
Goldwater is a far shrewder politician
than most people give him credit for.
When he learned of this trend he imme
diately announced that if he were elected
he would eliminate conscription—ob
viously a crude attempt to split the
anarchist vote.
Meanwhile Goldwater in caricature
can hardly vie with Goldwater in person.
I received a letter telling me that I can
go along with “fear, appeasement and
socialism” or I can take my stand with
“faith and freedom.” In my heart, I
was assured, I know that what Goldwater stands for is what I stand for too.
This gem arrived through the courtesy
of Citizens for Golwater-Miller, a worthy
organization whose National Co-Chair
man is Clare Booth Luce. But oddly
enough Mrs. Luce’s personal magazine,
Time, had just that week (October 9th)
written off Goldwater completely. Apart
from referring to the “tastelessness” of.

Obviously there was widespread oppo
sition to these new time-tables and the
delays in the ordinary pay negotiations
did not help. These are tied to the main
railways’ pay negotiations, which have
When London Transport introduced
dragged on for months. London Trans
their new time-tables for the Under
port have suggested that they start their
ground trains last Monday, crews turned
it is essential that the agreement be so solidly is henansiSfSehese crews are. own separate neaotialinns blit the iinicxsj,
u p t o r work *L the old times and attar
"tnniHu tnre u u w i t . ■ ■*-—
honoured! Unce we get into tne posi- tiW wUl’Sr IrilUdLUU 80“ uib new1’ll
signing on, were sent home. This pro tion of agreement which has been freely tables. Many of them have to move
body remembers how he went out of
test action cut the train services by reached being broken, nothing but to new depots and\ will have longer
After a stormy meeting at Victoria, his way to alienate audiences, attacking
nearly half, causing chaos.
journeys to work. As. one of them said, the tube men decided to work the new TV A in Tennessee, medicare in front of
chaos of this kind can result.”
London Transport say that because of . He was careful not to put all the “The new time-tables would mean jour time-tables under protest. There is a Florida pensioners, and the President’s
a shortage of guards, services had to be blame on the men, and also attacked neys of up to an hour and 20 minutes strong possibility of further action il anti-poverty campaign in the depressed,
cut and so the new time-tables were the Tory government’s policies on pub from their homes to depots for the men grievances, which stem from low pay- eleven-state Appalachian region. Now
introduced. These had been accepted lic services. Mr. Byers of the Liberal to go on duty. And j they’ll have the rates, are not settled within the next as his prospects of election become
by the two unions, National Union of Party said, “The dispute is the direct same journeys home,-. For that they three months. London Transport are dimmer and dimmer, he sounded wilder
Raiiwaymen and the Associated Society result of “very bad” communications would get 4/6d. or 6/- “disturbance” pay. unable to attract enough staff to man and wilder in his charges against the
of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen, between trade union officials and the The new time-tables mean a start of adequate services and these new time Johnson Administration.”
Thereupon
together with compensatory payments workers themselves.” It is a fact that 2.30 a.m. every morning for some of tables will mean further cuts.
Goldwater decided to offset his taste
for crews who have to be transferred the union officials accepted the London the ea/ly duty men. And with longer
If these new time-tables are to be lessness by branding the Democratic
to other depots. An efficiency bonus Transport terms, but at no time were hours many would lose the little social
thrown
out and more pay and bettei Party a “Fascist Organization.” (Barry
has also been worked out giving operat the rank and file of the unions consulted. life they manage to grab now.”
conditions
gained, unofficial action will himself is often described as “the Fascist
ing staff an extra 10/* to 15/- a week. Their views were not asked for. The
It seems that most j>f the opposition
gun in the West.”)
Other permanent bonus schemes are to union officials accepted what they to the union leaders came via an un have to be taken again. Organisation
All in all, the British election may
be negotiated later on, including an thought the men would stand, but as it official body of the Chairman and Sec on this basis should be extended to
include all lines. The all-important
improved sick pay scheme.
turned out they did not. Mr. Wilson, retaries of the N.U.R. and A.S.L.E.F. question of liaison with busmen should have been equally inane but I doubt
if it was quite this funny.
As can be seen from the strength of Mr. Byers and no doubt the employers, branches. They sent out circulars,
the stoppage, these terms were unaccept both private and state, would like to opposing the new proposed time-tables, not be forgotten. One should support
H. W. M orton.
able to nearly half of London's under see their agreements with the union which were signed by Mr. Tommy the other in any action.
ground train crews. One of them said, officials just accepted by the rank and Doubtfire, as chairman, and Mr. Shep
"Really, with wage packets ranging
pard as secretary. Of course the union
file.
from £9 to £14 a week, J think we are
In this present dispute, the time-tables leaders were well aware of this unoffi
the cinderellas of the transport business.” were going to be introduced on Septem cial threat and have tried to counteract
Although the stoppage only lasted three
ber 7th, but pressure from the rank and this at branch level. N.U.R. officials
days, tube workers made their point and
file led to the date being altered and have called these two men ‘The terrible
union officials have now to negotiate
further negotiations. Union officials Twins”, but London Transport have said
better terras.
have been doing their utmost to get the that “Nobody has done more to get the
The fact that these men went against
men back and working the new time men back, or worker harder than rpH E news flash of Mr. Khrush snuffle them out. The Khrushchevs
the terms negotiated by their union
Tommy. It isn’t fair to pillory him.
chev’s dismissal, sandwiched the Macmillans and the Churchills
officials has given rise to comment. tables. Their efforts did get quite a He’s a good chap.” I think their view
bit of response and men returned to
between
election results obviously are ordinary mortals writ large.
Mr. Wilson, now Prime Minister, then
work with the exception of the District was somewhat different in 1958, for enlivened the day’s proceedings, but What they do and say is of public
with his eye very much on the election,
Line, which was the only one that was Tommy Doubtfire was a member of a it is interesting to see that his going “importance" only when they are in
said, “Whatever grievances there may be,
group of tube men wl)o wanted to take
has not created quite the kind of the public eye; and they are in the
it is intolerable that a very large part completely closed down on the third
solidarity action with the busmen's
and final day of the dispute.
of London Transport can be brought to
stir
that such news would have a public eye as the spokesmen of
strike,
One of the reasons this line held out
a halt by the action of a small minority.

Further Action Likely
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Agreement was reached by the repre
sentatives of both sides last week and
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Union official* are quite correct in
poinling out that “the apprentice* of
today are the trade unionist* of to
morrow.” But it i* also correct that
they are trade unionist* here and now
and play their part in any struggle
against the employers. Often the em
ployers use the apprentice scheme of
tied indenture as a weapon to force
apprentices to work during a strike and
union leaders are usually willing to go
along with this, in last year's building
strike, apprentices wanted to come out,
but union officials told them to stay at
work.
It is part of the engineering union’*
policy to increase the percentage of the
craftsmen rates that apprentices earn,
this was accepted by the unions some

years back, but so far it has not been implimented. Apprentices however are now
organising themselves to do what their
leaders have, so miserebly, failed to do.
Present rates for apprentices are low
arid through the must part of their ap
prenticeship, they are used as a source
of cheap labour by (he employers.
The aims of the National Apprentice
Committee, on wages, are that at 15 they
should get 60% (Le. £6 7s. Od.) of the
craftsman’s rate instead of the present
221% (2 10s. 0d.). This should be in
creased each birthday by 5% until 20
he should earn 90% (£9 Hs. off.) instead
of the present 62j% (6 12s. 0d.). They
are also claiming “Pour weeks paid
annual holiday. A 3j hour working
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few years ago. Though we don’t
know the inside story of his dis
missal, we don’t expect to, do we.
any more than we know the inside
story of the Tories’ removal of
Churchill, Macmillan or of their
appointment of Sir Alec Douglas
Home.
It is encouraging to see that the
struggle for power among the
Russian politicians is no less intense
than it is among the Americans
and the British, for so long as it
exists no political leader is free to
develop the kind of paranoia which
could lead to disastrous results so
far as mankind is concerned.
To accuse Khrushchev of the “cult
of the personality” is a lot of non
sense, for it is patently clear that
the same medium of mass communi
cations which builds up the person
alities of the leaders can at will

government. Out of office they
rapidly sink into oblivion. Who
bothers about Macmillan nowadays
, . . and yet it is only a year since
SuperMac was front page “news"
and the subject for every cartoonist
What “personalities” are these that
once the prop of publicity has been
removed disappear into oblivion,
leaving no trace of their existence?
The only compliment Mr. Khrush
chev can cherish in his retirement
came from the American-Canadian
impressario who has offered him a
large sum of money.to entertain the
American public, not to a series o f
political lectures, but recounting the
lighter side of being Russia’s number
one man. It is obvious that so far
as some people are concerned Mr.
K. has at least made an impression
as a clown, and this is something
to be proud of. .

■
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TN two articles on Senator Goldwater
** (F reedom , June 20 and July 25) the
important point was made that anxiety
over the Senator’s candidacy should not
obscure the basic problems facing the
United States, c.g., poverty amidst affl
uence, race prejudices, and popular
jingoism. On the American body politic
suffering from such perennial economic
and psychological difficulties Goldwater’s emergence was correctly likened
to that of a pimple. However, to carry
the analogy one step further, pimples
can become infected and, unless treated,
lead to the death of the organism.
Such, I fear, is the case with Senator
Goldwater. In other words, I cannot
agreo with your view that “the actual
result of the election does not make
any difference one way or the other'1
. . . “that Goldwater if elected in
November will no more change the
situation in the United States for the
worse than could Kennedy for the
better." I wish 1 could accept such
a comforting view, but 1 cannot, for it
does not accord with the facts insofai
as the facts arc available to me.
You use the following argument to
support the thesis I find unacceptable:
Government has two permanent con
stituent parts. “On the one hand the
apparatus of power, the people who by
controlling the banks, the factories, the
agricultural economy and the armed
forces, actually ensure that their policies
are put into effect. On the other hand
is the passive mass of people, whose
general attitude of tolerance and passiye
support is necessary for the ruling class
to rule, and which is manipulated by
the organs of press, education and radio
into supporting the former.’’ The elected
'representatives’ of the people, by con
trast, constitute the transitory aspect of
government, and they “play a minute
part compared with the executice drive
of the people really in control, and the
apathetic agreement of the masses." I
will grant that this is a useful concept
ual framework for the analysis of power
in existing societies. I will even grant
that it is basic to an understanding of
what is going on in the United States.
However, I object to the simplistic
fashion in which you have used this
tool of analysis in your appraisal of the
current situation in this country. Any
such conceptual tool, whether in physics,
biology, or political science, will prove
misleading when its application is not
guided by an appreciation of the idio
syncrasies of the subject matter to \yhjgjj
t ■'*»—
w appncairOlT'
current political situation in Great
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GOLDWATER
Britain is a good deal easier than its
application to the more complex situa
tion in the United States. Your analysis
of tho latter situation appears to neglect
the following factors:
(1) The possibility of a serious con
flict within “the apparatus of power."
You appear to believe that there is a
policy consensus among
American
businessmen, bankers, and military
leaders. Such an assumption is false
The available evidence indicates that
Goldwatcr’s nomination represents a
victory o f Western and Southwestern
economic (especially oil and aircraft)
interests over the older Eastern economic
establishment. To assume a continuity
of foreign and domestic policy regardless
of who wins in November is to neglect
this conflict.
(2) The unprecedented power of the
American president in the nuclear age.
Because of this it seems unrealistic to
hold that it makes no difference who is
president, that the president is an im
potent epiphenomenon of “the appara
tus of power.” The person who holds
that office today has, almost at his
finger tips, the power to destroy the
world. This would be true even if there
were a rational consensus within the
apparatus of power. The absence of
such a consensus only amplifies the
president’s freedom to act irrationally.
1 am not suggesting that an elected Goldwater would launch missiles on his in
auguration day, but I am suggesting that
he could and would take steps that
would rapidly lead to a nuclear show
down with the Soviet Union. It may be
argued that we can discount his many
bellicose remarks about the virtues of
the military mind, nuclear weapons,
Cuba, South Vietnam, and the Soviet
Union as just so much campaign oratory,
but I would prefer to make judgments
in the light of evidence and not in the
dim opacity of desperate hope. Goldwater appears to be deadly serious.
(3) A remarkably widespread irra
tionalism which has long characterized
large segments of the American public,
but which in recent yeors has clustered
.about the issues of anti-Communism and
■£261X0 supremacy. Such irrationalism is
not confined to the masses, but all the
evidence indicates that it is well en
trenched among many in the apparatus
of power—those, that is, who support
Goldwater. It is a mistake to credit
all businessmen and military leaders with
enough rationality to stop short of a
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suicidal war, yet I fear that your analy
sis of the American political scene fre
quently does just that. Furthermore,
even if (as I do believe) the mapority
of the power 61ite do have enough en
lightened self-interest to draw back from
the brink, this is no guarantee that the
irrationality of the rest will allow them
to do this in time. It is unrealistic, in
short, to expect that the reasonable
American power establishment will be
able to keep an elected Goldwater and
his henchmen from plunging the world
into war. They were not able to keep
him from the nomination; it is gratui
tous to assume that they would be more
effective in restraining Goldwater as
president.
In short, I think that the election of
Goldwater would raise considerably the
probability of war, while the election of
Johnson would not affect the 'probability
either way. This estimate in no way
denies that Goldwaters candidacy is a
symptom of unresolved problems in the
United States and that a crushing defeat
for the Senator in November (which
seems likely) will effect no solution of
these problems. Yet the Senator’s defeat
is a necessary precondition for the solu
tion of the problems—unless we consider
universal death a kind of solution.
Senator Gold water’s foreign and
domestic policies both raise a number
of questions which deserve continued
treatment in anarchist circles. Some of
these questions are the following:
(1) What is the role of anarchists in
elections where the choice is (as always)
between two evils, but where one of
the evils is manifestly greater than the
other? Is it to work against the greater
evil without supporting the lesser, or
is it to work against both? (It would
be dogmatic to claim that the evils are
always of equal magnitude, i.e., to hold
that all governments are equally bad.
Granted, they are all bad, but not all
equally bad.) What if the anarchists
in a society are numerous and influential
enough to determine the result of such
an election? And suppose the choice
were between a Hitler and a socialist
with strong an j^hist sympathies, and
the "Huier wouB* win if the anarchists
did not support the socialist? Would
it not be unreasonable in such admittedly
hypothetical circumstances to urge ab
stention and opposition to both candi
dates regardless pf the consequences?
(2) Goldwate* and his cohorts are
fervent in their advocacy of individual

AROUND THE GALLERIES
' T ’HEY strode the Paris salons of the
* 19th century darkly satanic, hinting
at sulphur and smelling of camphor,
defying God yet ever ready to bend the
Knee to earthly authority for they were
the romantic terribilitd of the drawing
rooms frock-coated and devil-bearded,
mocking the dying mythology of the
agrarian society as it, gave way before
the brute evil of industrialism yet always
with one shrewd gallic eye cocked on
the pages of their bank account. Eugene
Delacroix was the personification of
those romantics of that period who ac?
wepted all that an industrial society had
to offer yet was unable, or refused, to
come to terms with the age that pro
vided him with his creature comforts.
Baudelaire wrote of him that he re
minded him “of those ancient monarchs
of Mexico, of Montezuma, whose hand,
skilled in human sacrifice, could im
molate three thousand human beings on
the pyramidal altar of the Sun”, which
all in all was probably Baudelaire's longwjnded way of saying that Delacroix
justified his reputation as a social lion
with a venemous tongue by insulting
the waiters. Yet this slight, frail man’s
artistic life encompassed the dying hand
of David and the flowering of Cezanne’s
reputation as a painter of worth and he
cannot be dismissed with a phrase for
he broke the mausoleum of Established
Art by taking the historical and allegori
cal subject-matter that formed the fodder
of every yearly Salon and draping the
costumes of the past on to the bodies
of the living. True he lacked the cour
age to come to terms with his own
age but like the quattrocento painters
he dragged the past into the present with
the humanizing of the men and women
who peopled his canvases and his use
of colour and the vigour of his style
became the rallying ground for the
young painters of that period. The ex
hibition of Delacroix’s paintings, draw

ings and lithowaphs at the Royal
Academy of A r tt Piccadilly, W .I., has,
unfortunately, toj> many omissions to
be entirely satisfactory.
“Liberty Jeadi&g the People” must
surely be one off his best known paint
ings and this studio creation of the barebreasted Liberty Leading the people of
Paris in a death or glory charge over
the fallen bodies of the revolutionary
rank and file m ist take its place with
those non-com bilant conceptions of
moments of mals action that delight
the bourgeois sojl in every age and in
every form of sqfciety and the sons and
grandsons of thefce who shot down the
people of Paris gazed up at this paint
ing when it was exhibited in 1831 at the
Salon with the patronising reverence that
reaction always dves to those that were
slaughtered that (hey might survive and
that year they appointed Delacroix to the
Ltgion d'Honneur.
If Delacroix owes a debt to any man
it must surely Abe to G6ricault foi
G6ricault’s painting of the “Raft of the
Medusa” with its heaped mass oi
struggling bodiesifilling the foreground
of the canvas was to be repeated b>
Delacroix time Lind time again. The
theme or the period might change but
here was Gdricatjlt’s mass of heaving
suffering humans. “Dante and Vigil in
Hell”, “The masiacres of Chios”, “The
death of Sardan^palus", and even with
the “Lion Hun(’J Yet Delacroix was
no Hemmingway &f the brush for at his
finest and at his most banal his group
ings were so self-evidently the bored
routine of hired* Models and it is only
in his painting aqd drawing of animals
that action surges across his static
canvases. In hid painting of his coloured
model he has cijpght the pensive and
quizzical mood Af this beautiful and
mature woman, for given the discipline
of a single and ^com m itted human or
the unrehearsed grace of an animal,

‘freedom’ which they see threatened by
an all-powerful ‘Big Brother’ federal
government. Translated into more ac
curate political terms this amounts to
support for white supremacy and laissezfaire capitalism. Now anarchists, espec
ially Individualists, frequently use similai
terms to describe their position—of
course, without intending any such
translation. In view of what is now
going on in the United States it seems
to me to be a dangerous mistake to put
the anarchist position in such terms,
unless they are constantly qualified in
the light of Malatesta’s observation:
“Intolerance of oppression, the desire to
be free and to be able to develop one’s
personality to its full limits, is not
enough to make one an anarchist. That
aspiration towards unlimited freedom,
if not tempered by a love for mankind
and by the desire that all should enjoy
equal freedom, may well create rebels
who, if they are strong enough, soon
become exploiters and tyrants, but never
anarchists.” (F reedom , Jan. 3, 1964).
(3) Goldwater is noted as a supporter
of state and local government against
the growing encroachments of a highly
centralized federal government. What is
the American anarchist to say to this
part of the Senator’s rhetoric in view of
the following facts? (a) State and local
governments in the South would con
demn the Negro to perpetual servitude.
(/;) State and local governments are
notoriously far m ore corrupt than the
federal government, (c) State and local
governments, if given a free hand, would
adopt legislation far more oppressive
to thought, expression, and behaviour
than any that the federal government is
likely to institute. There are many com
munities in this country (and not only
in the South) where the majority of
one’s neighbours are likely to be Biblepounding, flag-waving racists. For all
its many damning, faults the federal
government does happily exercise some
small degree of restraint on local auto
nomy in such communities. Given such
conditions, anarchist support for com
munity autonomy would seem to require
detailed clarification.
(4) G*>Idwater has frequently attacked
social welfare legislation in language
reminiscent of anarchist writings. He
argues that the community and family
should care for its young, its elderly,
and its incapable, rather than some im
personal federal agency. All this tender,
loving care is to take place, as the
Delacroix could subdue his romantic
bourgeois conception of past events and
let his heart control his hand.
The two major paintings within this
exhibition at the Royal Academy are
Delacroix’s first work to win him public
esteem “ Dante and Virgil in Hell” with
its magnificent G6ricault groupings and
its brilliant play with light and dark
ness and his “ Medea about to kill her
children’. That this second work must
suffer comparison with Leonardo’s “Vir
gin of the Rocks” is but the fault of the
Frenchmen, for as in the past he made
too much use of Gericault’s “ Raft of the
Medusa” so in this Medea painting he
poses an Italian Renaissance cathedral
grouping in which the mass of the
bodies and the draperies lead up to the
focal point of a single face literally
linking heaven with earth.
But in place of the Italian’s clear and
glowing faith Delacroix offers darkness
and death and in place of Leonardo's
light we have the dank world or shad
owed corruption for this full-breasted
Medea hiding within the dark womb of
her self-created tomb is the doppelgdnger of Liberty that Delacroix painted
eight years before.
But for all that here is a major
exhibition of a major painter working
on a major scale. Hold out your hand
you little men who cut your canvas to
suit your touting dealer and then spread
wide your fingers and use that as your
scale for only then will your grubby
little hands cover the faces of Dela
croix’s passive plea for the past, foi
though Delacroix rejected his own age.
his very talent tied him to the present
He dragged out the tarnished armour
and the tin swords from the lumber
rooms of history and draped them upon
the plump and self-satisfied citizens of
the very age he effected to despise, for
despite himself, he was forced to act
out his role as the court painter to
the only people who were prepared to
pay the price he charged, and for that
uneasy bargain both parties found a
measure of minor immortality.
A rther M oyse .

Senator sees it, undei' an urureguliLied
capitalism which has elevated the profit
motive to the stiat us oif the sacred and
in communities and families such as
were described above>. Now, on the
assumptions that local enlightenmerit is
unlikely in the near future and that
capitalism is far from dead, what is
the anarchist to say of (e.g.) federal aid
to housing, education, and health insur
ance? Is every social welfare law a
further barrier to the growth of an
anarchist consciousness, or is it possible
to make discriminations? Is it possible
for an anarchist to argue in the follow
ing fashion: ‘As long as we have capi
talism such and such laws are good—
and such and such arc bad? T o par
ticularize: Are laws which forbid racial
discrimination and censorship really in
the same category with laws that support
such practices?
I think that the intellectual respect
ability of anarchism will grow with
efforts to answer these questions. The
questions have special relevance to con
ditions in the United States, but I don’t
think that geography renders them beside
the point for any serious anarchist.
M. G. A nderson .
Hartford Conn., Oct. 12.
[(1) Far from believing that there is
“a policy consensus” “within the appara
tus of power”, we are constantly refer
ring to the struggle that goes on at
top level.
A united boss-ruling-class
would be virtually invincible certainly
if opposed by a disunited working class.
That Goldwater's nomination represents
the victory of one set o f financial and
industrial interests over another is, we
are sure, quite true, but the extent to
which one particular set of interests can
dominate the policies of a country such
as the United States is very slight, for
however big the oil interests and aircraft
interests may be, they represent only a
fraction of the American economy, are
one among many powerful interests all
manoeuvring for .advantage and prefer
ence.
(2) In spite of “the unprecedented
power of the American President, “Ken
nedy’s term in office was marked by
failure to carry through his programme
of “social reforms”. Certainly this is
not convincing proof of a president who
has “almost at his finger tips, the power
to destroy the world”. (Incidentally if
large numbers of Americans believe this
they should derive some encouragement
and hope from the Oswald affaire!)
It is all very well to say that Gold
wscei
tdr ce1
seiNou^ y"
when he makes bellicose remarks about
Cuba, South Voietnam, etc.
Most
Americans and others thought Kennedy
was “deadly serious” when he threat
ened a nuclear war over Cuba.
(3) We are quite sure that there are
among business and military leaders a
number who are political hot-heads and
would launch “a suicidal war”. The
fact is that such decisions are not taken
by a handful of leaders, let alone a handfull of madmen. War is a complicated
business, involving complicated prepara
tions, involving the agreement of tens
of thousands of key people in all walks
of life before the machine of war cap
be set in motion. The lunatic fringe's
chances should be viewed in that con
text.—E ditors].

The A n ti-E le ctio n
C am p a ign is
IN THE R E D !
p

REAT efforts were made by a few
comrades in the Anti-Election Cam
paign, without counting the cost. But
the bills are now coming in!
The main burden of the cost of the
Trafalgar Square entertainment has
been borne by one comrade, and the cost
of ‘Election Guyed’ has been borne by
another. The collection in the Square
was quite inadequate, and any present
readers who enjoyed themselves there
but left before the collection was taken
are invited to help defray the debt.
‘Election Guyed’ was sent out on
spec to all readers of F reedom and
A narchy, and some orders came in as
a result. Once again an invitation is
issued to all those who enjoyed it to
help cope with the deficit. And PLEASE
will all those comrades who sold copies
get their cash in as soon as possible!
If contributions are sent in specifically
for any part of our anti-election endea
vours, will the senders please mark them
so? If they are not earmarked for any
special feature, the cash will be put to
the general anti-election fund and appor
tioned out according to the outstanding
debts.
But at the moment, please remember,
two comrades stand to lose heavily if
generous contributions are not forth
coming !
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control. “We may or may not succeed.
In the meantime we will keep the present
kind of control.” A heckler said that
Mr. Walker had opposed the Immigra
tion Act. Mr. Walker said that he had
opposed certain measures (in the Act)
proposed by the Government because
their form was discriminatory. Mr.
Patrick Gordon Walker was defeated by
1,774 votes. There were 13,000 absten
tions from voting at Smethwick. Never
theless Mr. Gordon Walker is to be
Foreign Secretary in Mr. Wilson's new
government, a seat will be found for
him later, also one for Mr. Frank
Cousins, seconded from the T.G.W.U. to
be made the new Minister of Techno
logy. . . .

Mr. K rushchev lost his deposit, Mao
was self-elected to a seat at the top table,
one of President Johnson’s best friends
was too Platonic, and Mr. Grimond had
power thrust upon hitn^E|f
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ANARCHIST AND
* THE LESSER EVIL’
[The following is inspired by the
second part of M. G. Anderson's
article on Anarchists and the Ameri
can Dilemma which we therefore
suggest should be read first]

When comrade Anderson tells us
that in America, State and local
government are more racist, more
oppressive, more corrupt than the
“highly centralised federal govern
ment”, and that Goldwater supports
.C O M R A D E ANDERSON puts a the former against the latter
number of questions to us as (why then is he standing for the
anarchists, and suggests that “ the highest office in the federal govern
[intellectual respectability of anar ment? To destroy its power from
chism will grow with efforts” to within? But if he is, then how
answer them. As a matter of fact could Goldwater pursue the aggress
-we would suggest that these ques ive, war-like foreign policy Ander
tions have often been answered by son attributes to him)
anarchists, though one must assume he sees a- dilemma for anarchists
that they have been answered un- because they believe in a decentral
•convincingly at least for some isation of power. It is true, but
there would only be a dilemma if
readers.
we ever suggested, or believed, to
It seems to us that so long as the come nearer home, that Home Rule
anarchist movement is as small as for. Wales or Scotland, involving
it is in the States and in this country, government, Parliament, police, judi
:its role should be to use every pos ciary and the rest would be any less
sible occasion to make anarchist oppressive than government in West
propaganda, and to oppose all gov minster. We have never in fact
ernments. If the anarchist move fallen for the arguments of the
ment became strong enough to be Welsh and Scottish Nationalists, any
■considered a decisive factor, elec- more than for the Nationalist move
itorally speaking, between a Hitler ments in India and Africa.
a n d a socialist, then, asks comrade
Individual freedom is only pos
Anderson, what do we suggest an sible in a society in which no-one
archists should do, and he makes has the power or possibility to ex
. it clear that he would hope our ploit his fellow men, and in which
answer would be the “reasonable” no able-bodied person is dependent
■one of saying we would choose “the on another for the right to work to
lesser evil”. Actually the question live. The Goldwaters of this world
;as well as the circumstances are even are cncemed with ’’individual free
■more “ hypothetical” than he adm its! dom ” to exploit one’s fellow beings.The role of a strong anarchist move But in this respect is he all that
ment in such a situation would different from a Johnson, or a Ken
surely be to advocate the social nedy, or a Trum an? Anyway as to
revolution, not out of a sense of degree, governments are much more
bravado, or indifference to the issues influenced by the pressures exerted
■.at stake. On the contrary we say on them than by the personal pre
this with a strong sense of social ferences, or background of those
responsibility, and because we do who compose them.
And this is a point which com
■distinguish between “evils” . In the
first place, if parliamentary democ rade Anderson overlooks in part.
racy has any validity as a form of He recognises that Goldwater’s
social organisation, it is that every nomination is not so much a popu
body plays the game according to lar trend (in fact he forecasts that
Tules with which they agree, and in “a crushing d e fe a t. . . in November
those circumstances there can be . . . seems likely”), as the success
very little to choose, for an anar of one group of interests at the ex
chist at least, between one Admin pense of another. (Incidentally why
istration and another. But where a should anarchists find anything to
Party seeks to capture the admin choose between these and “ the older
istration by breaking the rules, to Eastern economic establishment” ?)
■oppose its intentions by securing a But in this hour and age, govern
majority of votes, may well give ment policy is necessarily the result
the majority a moral advantage, but ant of all the pol'tical and economic
will not prevent those seeking to pressures that are powerful enough
take over by force ignoring electoral to influence policy one way or
And obviously in the
majorities and the like. Hitler came another.
to power though he could not poll Western World at least, organised
a majority of votes at the elections Labour as such is a power which
held in March 1933. Mussolini ig no government can ignore. Govern
nored the voting majority and ment therefore is possible in such a
“marched” to power. The Popular situation only so long as the capi
Front government in France in 1936 talist class and the working class
under the Socialist Blum, only each accept the existence of the
delayed the assaults of the Right, other as a kind of “law of nature” :
and was in office for only a year. In accept the existing approach to pro
Spain the victory of the Popular duction and distribution; and accept
Front was only the signal to the the administrative machine by which
alliance of Military- Church- and the life of the community is
Landowners to redouble their plan$ regulated.
to seize power irrespective of the
As anarchists we seek to create a
votes of the majority. If the anar situation in which there can be no
chist movement has a role to play modus vivendi possible between ex
in practical politics it is- surely that ploiters and exploited, between the
of suggesting to, and persuading, as privileged and the non-privileged
many people as possible that their bf tween employer and employee,
freedom from the Hitlers, Francos where government as such can no
and the rest, depends not on the longer maintain the balance of
right to vote or securing a majority power. In other words we are not
of votes “ for the candidate of one’s concerned with choosing between
choice”, but on evolving new forms governments but of creating the
of political and social organisation situation where governments can no
which aim at the direct participation longer operate, because only then
of the people, with the consequent will we organise locally, regionally,
■weakening of the power, as well as nationally and internationally to
of the social role, of government in satisfy real needs and common
the life of the community
aspirations.

P residbnt J ohnson derided that he was
even too busy to visit Dallas, Texas,
which he had promised to do for the
first time since his (predecessor was
assassinated. At Corpus Christi in Texas,
Police investigating a (reported plot to
kill President Johnson discovered an
armoury of weapons and Nazi souvenirs.
The owner claimed he was merely in
the gun-supplying business. One of the
results of the Warren Gjommission report
is to increase from 400 to 8,000 the
Secret Service list of persons potentially
dangerous to the President. In Reno,
Nevada, President Johnson, according
to the Daily Telegrath, had to coax
people to come and Ishake his hand.
On the other hand, iff is reported that
Norman Thomas. Robert Gilmore
(Quaker director of TuA Towards Peace)
and Bayard Rustin are giving critical
support for Johnson twith the slogan
“Part of the way wim LBJ”—this in
cludes voting for him.'^K'Vf
D iscussing heckling in the late election
the Reverend H. V. Little writes in the
Guardian that organized heckling is the
logical answer to the loud-speaker since
the “tyranny of the inulti-voiced” can
only be replied to by amplification. Brian
Behan is reported as saying, “Of course
I haven’t voted today® I think anyonoe
who voted is immature.■ They are none
of them worth it.”. . .ffij
A ir Commodore S ir ? F rank Whittle

called on electors int the Staffordshire
constituency of Smctlwick to vote on
the issue of immigration to “show all
the politicians how slrpng the feeling on
the subject really is”jj He said the im
migrants could be rbetter served by
assisting in the establishment of indus
tries in their homeldiffs. “We cannot
afford immigrants of any colour unless
they have exceptional ability. Many
had failed to make (the grade in their

^ N D in the meattime Comrade
Anderson pos« the question
when he w rites; fl

own country” and had been attracted
by the benefits of the welfare state. Im
migrants aggravated the housing short
age, the need for more school space, the
cost of national health, and road con
gestion far in excess of anything they
contributed to society. In the event of
a national emergency, Sir Frank is re
ported as saying, these people would
have “not much loyalty” to their
adopted country. He went on to say
that in 1950 he failed to convince Mr.
Patrick Gordon Walker (then Secretary
of State for Commonwealth Relations
and last week the Labour candidate for
Smethwick), that with every pair of
hands there was an extra mouth to feed,
and extra body to clothe and shelter,
and, more often than not, extra children
to feed, clothe and shelter. Mr. Patrick
Gordon Walker, in answer to an election
meeting question said that the present
rate of immigration to Britain may be
“too high”. When a questioner asked
what limit Labour aimed to place on
the number of immigrants, he said,
"Until we get into office I am not sure.
The present Conservative administration
of the Commonwealth Immigrants’ Act
may be letting too many people in at a
time when social problems are being
created.” He repeated that a Labour
Government would try to secure agree
ment with Commonwealth Countries to
get an effective form of immigration

We would reply that so long as
we have capitalism and government
the job of anarchists is to fight both,
and at the same time encourage
people to take what steps they can
to run their own jives.
Without the money it raises by
taxation from the people, the federal
government could do nothing about
housing, education and health insur
ance. In a sense “every social wel

fare law” is “a further barrier to the
growth of an anarchist conscious
ness” because as well as consolidating-the power- of the State, it means
that yet another initiative has been
taken by some outside agency, and
becomes consolidated as part of the
State machinery, while we, as ordin
ary human beings, are trying to
make up our minds about what
action we should take. On the
other hand since we are anarchists
because we seek our own well-being
as well as that of all our fellowbeings we would hesitate to con
demn those measures taken by gov
ernments which obviously benefited
the people, unless we saw the im
mediate possibility of people carry
ing them out for themselves. This
would not inhibit us from declaring
at the same time that what initiatives
governments take could be more
successfully taken by the people
themselves if they put their minds
to the same problems. And com
rade Anderson must surely see the

From ‘Pings’ to

■ ■

Now, on ire -£s*rrrptr<5n -ffisr local
enlightenment is ullikely in the near
future and that capitalism is far from
dead, what is thelnarchist to say of
(e.g.) federal aid to housing, education
and health insurance? In every social
welfare law a further barrier to the
growth of an anarchist consciousness,
or is it possible to make discrimina
tions? Is it possible for an anarchist
to argue in the following fashion: As
long as we have capitalism such and
such laws are good—and such and such
are bad.

VVTHEN our small back page feature
”
‘Fings’ wasj: introduced a few
months ago, it was given that horribly
‘twee’ title because nobody at the
editorial meeting could think up any
thing else on the spur of the moment.
We are sorry to . have lumbered our
readers with it for so long (and been
lumbered with it ■ourselves) and have
now decided to change it.
The feature itself has, we think,
proved its value ^fin a modest way,
F reedom has always existed as a means
of contact between anarchists but hither
to strictly on a ■
■movement-functional
basis, ignoring the fact that many of our
readers have needs or have something
to contribute outside of purely propa
ganda. In spite of some criticism, we
think that, as long.as we keep it within
bounds, and don’t let F reedom degener
ate into a lonely hearts agony rag, this
column will fulfil a useful function.
It does, of course, cost a little to
insert each item, but we don’t want to

make a charge since if we accept pay
ment we can hardly ’pick and choose
what goes in. Anyone who sent in his
money and his ad would be entitled to
have it printed. Since we don’t want
to sell our space for any old thing, and
since we are forced to admit that the
anarchist movement has a lunatic frienge,
we prefer to retain the right of selection
—for your own good, dear reader, as
well as ours!
This we can do only if we continue
to make Contact Column free; which we
much prefer to do. But it does use up
our space, and, we repeat, it does cost
us something in time and money.
We should like, therefore, to draw the
attention of those readers making use of
Contact Column, as well as everything
else, to the adjoining column—the Deficit
Fund!
Insertion of items in this column is
FREE, but readers whose items appear
are invited to remember the Deficit
Fundi

Contact Column

No i os'] or seat for Fenner Brockway
who was defeated by eleven votes at
Eton and Slough. There were 14,000
absent voters. The post of Minister of
Housing and Local Government went
to the substantial pundit Richard Cross
man and not to the ‘shadow’ minister.
Fulham’s Michael Stewart who got the
Secretaryship of Education and Science
which, according to the Sunday Telegraph
Mr. Crossman expected, Mr. Stewart was,
notes the Evening Standard, “too philo
sophical to be jubilant in spite of his
increased majority”. His majority in
creased by 2,000 but 13,000 voters were
missing on polling day, Perhaps Mr.
Stewart was worried where they went.
In any case the anti-Election campaign
(Fulham division) asks the comrades to
keep spare leaflets and posters, they may ‘
come in handy again soon. . . .
Queen F redbrika moved out of the
Athens Royal palace. A prisoner was
brought in to give evidence at the Royal
Academy enquiry on how Challenor was
framed. Five Greek-Cypriot actors de
clined to take part in an ABC Television
play set among British troops in Cyprus.
They decided it was “a matter of
principle”. . . .

A cafeteria in Ann Harbor, USA ad
vertises “Courteous, Efficient, SelfService”.
J on Q uixote.

soundness of this approach: to
build up a hospital service o r a
transport system, for instance, from
local- needs into a national organi
sation, by agreement and consent at
all levels is surely both more econ
omical as well as efficient than one
which is conceived at top level,
firstly in the ledgers of the Treasury
then in the Ministry departments
concerned with the specific prob
lems, where the Treasury, political
and other pressures, not necessarily
connected with what we would
describe as needs, influence the
shaping of policies.
But we must resist the temptation
of going beyond our correspondent’s
“terms of reference” ! What we
have been saying at some length,
Malatesta summarised in a sentence
when he wrote [1924]: “Since no
one can do everything in this world,
one must choose one’s own line of
conduct.”
The anarchist propagandist cannot
at the same time attack government
and point to the alternatives and be
involved in the electoral struggle
wihout either his propaganda suffer
ing or his becoming a supporter of
government. There are today in this
country and the United States thou
sands of pressure groups represent
ing as many interests and millions
of supporters to ensure that no gov
ernment pursues policies which have
not the acquiescence of a section of
the community which counts. But
those reformists who expect . . .
socialism from the Wilson govern
ment or the Russian or Chinese gov
ernments, are barking up the wrong
tree. All they will get is more gov
ernment. Socialism—no less than an
archism is society without privilege,
but government cannot abolish priv
ilege without creating privilege. An
archists therefore reject all govern
ments. But, we repeat, this does
not mean we do not recognise that
some governments or political leaders
are worse than others. This aware
ness does not, however, distract us
from our anarchist objectives be
cause we think that if anarchists
have anything to contribute to the
future wellbeing of the community it
is as anarchists, and for anarchism.

FREEDOM
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Personal ?
D ear C o m r a d e s ,

x

1 suppose if one addresses a letter T o
the Editors of F r e e d o m ' and then pro
ceeds to call them liars, one cannot be
accused of being personal, because such
an address is ‘impersonal’, but if one
of the editors answers back, and for
want of any other anonymous title uses
the correspondent’s name, then it be
comes ‘personal’. ; . .
I should like to assure Jeremy Westall
that I have great admiration for Nicolas
Walter’s work for the Committee of 100.
One of my most cherished visual mem
ories is of a newsreel shot of him leading
a march, carrying a banner ,and walking
briskly forward right up to a police
cordon until he was practically rubbing
noses with a particularly ugly copper.
Non-violent pushing alm ost took place,
but not quite.
I am sorry if Nicolas and Jeremy
think I am getting personal. But really
if you stir up a hornet's nest you must
expect a bit of angry buzzing. I suppose
it is part of the game of controversy to
describe your own contribution as ‘care
ful criticism* and that of your opponent
as ‘careless abuse’. But this is not the
same as answering the points, and if
Nicolas is careful about anything, it is
in avoiding the issues which his own
‘stirring* has raised.
The real issue is: what would he
have done, given the responsibility for
presenting a defence of Christie in an
anarchist paper? We knew that Christie
was somewhat hot-headed, thanks to an
internal bulletin, we knew that he had
taken part in some rowdyism at a poli
tical meeting, we knew that he had
urged a bit of brick-throwing as part of
an anti-conscription campaign. For paci
fists this now amounts to professing and
practicing political violence! And on
the basis of this we should have imme
diately assessed him guilty of attempted
terrorism in Spain and said so in print?
A fter the Defence Committee had
laid down its line for its campaign; after
our first editorial had appeared, som e
evidence began to form that he did in
fact have the stuff on him when arrested.
Who gave it to him, I for one still don't
know, and many of the details of this
miserable business are still shrouded in
mystery. All we had from him was his
own plea—‘Please believe in my inno-
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Individualism

4. l e t t e r s 4

S. E. Parker Hsts in his article (F r e e 
19 Sept.) three ways of dealing with
“individualists” which the rest of us use.
cence’. This we should have ignored, Well, let me say straight away that I
I suppose? We should have presented consider individualism to be incom
to the Spanish police all information we patible with capitalism; I do not regard
could have laid our hands on irrespec Parker as an agent provocateur; I do
tive of whether it was dangerous for consider him a heretic who is ex the
Christie or not?
communion of the mainstream- of the
I don’t understand what Nicholas anarchist movement.
wanted us to do. There is, he says, a
“ ‘Individualists’:vmake a song and
difference between lying to one’s enemies dance about what everyone else takes
and lying to one’s friends. Well, at for granted.” Well, I can only speak
least we are getting somewhere—but, in for myself. “Individualists” do not differ
the context, where? Should we have from the rest of us in putting the in
printed a special issue of F r e e d o m for dividual above ideologies and institu
the outside world, and another one for tions. I take this for granted. However,
our ‘friends’? The more one thinks I put the human species above any
about this, the more absurd it all be single in d iv id u a l;- comes—no wonder Nicolas thinks there
While being for individual ownership,
is no point in repeating it!
Parker does nottexclude voluntary com
One final point. The anarchist move munism. Well what the hell is all the
ment does not demand total identifica fuss about? Surely none of us advo
tion. It does expect solidarity and cates involuntary j communism?*
1*36 I think
understanding. Anyone, from Nicolas the vast majority in a free society will
Walter to Colin Jordan can call them- choose communism. But I don’t think
serves anarchists and there’s nothing we the masses will force S. E. Parker into
can do about it. Surely it is not auth joining them against his will. We will
oritarian to suggest that to call yourself tolerate him. As I see it, we don’t
a member of the anarchist m ovem ent even want anydnp who isn’t a com
you should be integrated with that munist. For such a person would in
movement in some organisational sense? evitably be a hindrance and annoy
I think Sid Parker is a good anarchist— ance to those of us who have discarded
I don’t think he can really claim to bje the primitive idea of private property.
part of the anarchist movement, since
Parker points out that there exists an
he deliberately and in principle eschews “individualist anarchist review .M in u s
membership of any group. Nicolas may O ne .” Good. I hope this article will
be a good anarchist, too—but snide re be printed in it. • But since it is specific
marks about there being more freedom ally an “individualist” publication, surely
in the anti-nuclear movement than in it’s time F reedom ] got back to calling
ours is hardly borne out by the freedom itself an anarchist-communist paper as
we have extended him to criticise us,, and it did many moons ago. Or -syndicalist,
since he accepts no responsibility for or -socialist. Of anything which em
any of the work of the anarchist move phasises belief in social control of pro
ment—as distinct from fringe movements duction.
like the anti-bomb one—he can hardly
I agree entirely with Parker that those
complain if we don’t think of him as a in authority are as much in chains as
member. Just a sympathise^—and some their subjects. I consider that I have
times, it seems, not even that.
rid myself of almost all the chains that
bind. I am a unique individual. And
London, N .W . 1.
P h il ip Sa n so m .
dom,

Apprentices
Continued from peg# I
week. Full union negotiating rights for
apprentices. The payment of full wages
during sickness.”
Dave Stringer writes from Liverpool,
“The campaign also seeks 100% Trade
Unionism, a Federation oL Industrial
Youth, built round an initial core of
apprentices of all trades, and including
casual and student-holiday workers and
unskilled youth who with automation
might find themselves on the scrap heap
at 25 or 30 years. In 1960, with the
help of the shop stewards’ movement, a
strike of apprentices spread from Glas
gow to Liverpool. In a 1 day token
strike of 4,000 recently on Merseyside,
there was no victimisation for breaking
indentures as the demands were official
and the unions did not want to lose the
support of young workers.”
Now further meetings, organised by
the National Apprentice Committee, have
been taking place and support is being
gained from a number of industrial
areas for another 1 day strike which is
due to take place on November 2nd.
A broadsheet called Industrial Y o u th *
has ben produced in Rochdale, support
ing the apprentices in their struggle. The
editors write “We are not God Almighty,
nor do we want to lay down the law!

Oh Dear!

F IN A N C IA L STATEMENT AT
17th O C TO BER 1964
Week 42
EXPENSES: 42 weeks et £70
INCOME;
£
Seles & Sub. Renewals
1,876
Weeks 1—41
19
Week 42 ...
—
New Subscriptions:
221
Weeks 1—41 (191)
9
Week 42
(4)

£
1,895

230
-----

2,125

DEFICIT £815
DEFICIT FUND
Southend: P.O. 5/-: Stevenege: J.F. 14/6;
New Malden: J.T. 5/-; N.W.2: D.S. 5/-;
Western Australia: C.K. £1/1/-; Slough:
E.C. 4/~: Wolverhampton: J.K .W * 2/-;
J.L.* 3/-: Heyes: Anarchist Group* 2/6;
N.W.11: S.C. £2; Leads: G.L. 2/-; Ballast:
W .G, 5/-: East Rutharford: A.S. 7/-; W .C .I:
m .g

, m k

TOTAL

Previously acknow ledged

£4 10 0
£642 16

3

1964 TO TAL TO DATE £647 6 3
♦denotes regular contributors.

here I come to the crux of my disagree
ment with Parker—why does he, against
all the evidence, assume that only a
person committed to private ownership
of property can be an individualist? I
suspect he has some kind of mental
blockage. I am an individualist. I am
conscious of, and rejoice in, my power
and independence. I have discarded
illusion. I have thrown out indoctrina
tion and all that remains are my own
original thoughts. All that remains is 1.
And I am a more convinced communist
than ever. I consider communism the
fulfilment of individualism—more indi
vidualist than the so-called “Individual
ists”.
Well, Comrade Parker, either I am
lying; or I retain illusion; or I really
am an egoistic individualist who, having
discarded all illusion, remains a com
munist. If the latter, then it is false for
you private propertyists to claim for
yourselves the title of “ individualist”,
with the implication that the rest of us
aren’t. I have been annoyed by your
flea bite activities for some time. I asked
myself, does this man serve any pur
pose? Rest assured, you do. You have
provoked me into defining the nature
of your heresy. It is the escape from
reason into a dogmatic belief that indi
vidualism equals private property.
Individualists, beware. The Parker
path leads but to sterile conformity
and '•implicit acceptance of the present
capitalist system. He, unfortunate man,
has been unable to rid himself of his
petty bourgeois indoctrinated belief that
private property is the citizen’s shield
against the scheming reds. He fears us.
He shouldn’t. We will treat him toler
antly and kindly if he still wishes to
remain outwith the camps of the people.
But I hope he will come to-realise that
his fear prevents him from enjoying
real freedom.
The fullest expression of the indivi
dual’s uniqueness is to be found in
communal activity. Outside this is only
a barren rejection of the very nature
of the human species.
M ic h a e l B uchanan .

ANARCHIST FEDERATION
OF BRITAIN
Co-ordinating Secretary: Tom Jackson*
10 Gilbert Place, London, W.C.1.

London Anarchist Group
“Lamb and Flag”, Rost Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2. (near Garrick and King
Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 p.m.
OCT 25 Christie-Carballo Report
NOV 1 7To be announced.
NOV 8 Ann Collard & Mary Jot Stulz
The Problem of Men

Notting Hill Anarchist Group
Secretary N.H.A.G., 5 Colville Houses*
London, W.II.

REGIONAL FEDERATIONS
AND GROUPS
Birm ingham Group
Peter Neville,
12 South Grove, Erdington, Birming
ham, 23.

Bristol Federation
Irregular meetings—enquiries to
c/o Martin Howells, 7 Richmond Dale,
Clifton, Bristol 8.
Meets Sundays (weather and circum
stances permitting), 3.30 p.m. on the
Downs (Blackboy Hill).

Dundee Group
Contact Rod Cameron,
6 Westfield Place, Dundee.

Edinburgh Group
Enquiries to: Douglas Trueman, 13
Northumberland Street, Edinburgh 3.
Meetings every Monday, 7.30 p.m. All
welcome.

Glasgow Fodoration
Enquiries to Ronnie Alexander, c/o
Kennedy, 112 Glenkirk Drive, Glasgow*
W.5.

Hayes and D istrict
Contact Mike Wakeman,
12 Hoppner Road, Hayes, Middlesex.

M anchester Group
Meetings alternate Tuesdays. Details
from Graham Leigh, 5, Mere Close,
Sale, Cheshire.

We can only offer our support and
suggestions to apprentices, etc. By next
month we hope Industrial Youth will
have been taken over by the lads on the
Oldham and Rochdale Apprentice Wages
and Conditions Committee. It’s up to
you to see that a lid from your factory
is on the Committee so that you all

way, at least 10,000 strike leaflets will
be circulated in Manchester alone before
Nov. 2nd.”
Merseyside Federation
It says that apprentice committees Enquiries: Vincent Johnston’s, 43 Millhave been formed in Manchester, Lon bank, Liverpool 13.
don, Merseyside, Tyneside, Clydeside, Tnnbridge Wells Group
Sheffield and Dundee and that other Meets 1st and 3rd Thursday in month at
committees
are expected in Oldham, J. D.^ Gilbcrt-Rolfe,—A- Mount Sion,
have a -h a n d r ia —ryaaing—the—N ovem ber—
k nylon ana Rochdale. This organising Tunbridge Wells, Sussex, 8 p.m.
strike.”
of action is good news indeed. As the
In an article, [“Apprentices—Their apprentice wage tables show, a boost is Tyneside Federation
Paltry Pay”, the l paper points out “If long overdue.
Enquiries: Dave Wallace, 64 Belford
organisation is anything to go by, this
Avenue, Horsley Hill, South Shields*
In a further article, “Last time Out”, Co. Durham.
will be the m°st®successful apprentice
B.B.
writes
“Last
time
we
won
a
rise
of
strike (Nov. 2nd)|yet held. Certainly
there will be more unity of action, up 4/- at 15 years, rising to 16/- at 20.
and down the country, than there was in Not a very princely increase in our P R O M S E D GROUPS
the 1960 Apprentice strike, when districts weekly wages. But as David McLaren, BRADFORD
just dribbled out ahd drifted back over Secretary of the Clydeside Apprentices’ Anyone interested in Anarchist discus
a period of months. Negotiations on Committee, said at the time“ this falls sion group and folk-singing contact Sid
apprentice pay have always been long- a long way short of what we were Frisbee, 100 Bierley House Avenue,
winded. Who can blame the lads if they fighting for, but of one thing we are all Bierley, Bradford.
are pig sick of waiting? The leaders convinced, and that is if it had not been W ATFORD-H ERTS
of the National Apprentice Committee for our determined strike action, we Anyone interested get in touch with Ian
Roxborough, 44 Tanners Hill, Abbots
are fed up of begging for better pay. would not have received a penny, far Langley,
Watford.
p.T.
They are after action. If they have their less than 16/-.*’
N O R TH W A LES

Contact Column
Has anyone got a ‘Guy Fawkes’
election poster? to loan or donate?
Unused, without wall preferred.
Contact Jack Robinson, Freedom
Press,
Books—for Americans only
Solidarity Bookshop, 713 Armitage,
Chicago 14. American readers in
terested in purchasing radical litera
ture in America may write for
a catalogue.
Nursery
Urgent. Freetljinking nursery re
quired as soon as possible for
twenty-month-qjd daughter of stu
dent couple. (Camden Town or
Tottenham area. Graham Clarket,
29 South Villa*, N.W.l.
Walden, anyone?
Thoreau may l\uve lived in the wild
woods on hisHonesome but Tony
(20) cheesed toff. Eight roomed
nouse of character partly in need
of repair. Sited half-mile from
road in 100-acte wood. Some land
cleared. Possible eviction proceed
ings oqly drawback. Interested
males/femalcs please write Tony
Reeder, “Wood Lodge”, Hintlesham,
near Ipswich, Suffolk.
Pen Pal
Girl of 15 wants to correspond with
another girl.
Gillian Ettor, Vjg Cesar Battista 8,
Massalombarda. Ravenna, Italy.

Christie

The Edinburgh Anarchist Group is
holding a lull-scale inquiry into
the Stuart Christie affair. Research
to result in booklet. Letters, docu
ments, newspaper reports, informa
tion, eac. Please send to Bill
Jamieson, 13 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh, 3.

♦Industrial Youth, obtainable from 15,
Neston Road, Turf Hill, Rochdale,
Lancs. Price 2d. plus postage.

Anyone interested, get in touch with
Richard Graham, c/o 26 Brynilwryd,
Caernarvon Road, Bangor, Caernarvon
shire.

OFF-CENTRE LONDON
DiOONMION MEETINOS

3rd Friday of each month at t pan. at
Donald At Irene Rooum’s. 148a Fellows
Road. Swiss Cottage. N.W.3.

3rd Wednesday of each month at Jack

Robinson and Mary Canipa’s, 21,
Rumbold Road, S.W.6 (off King’s Road),
8 p.m.
Last Thursday in month:
At George Hayes’, 174 McLeod Road,
S.E.2.
2nd Friday at Brian Leslie’s, 242 Araeebury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham Hill,
Nr. Station).

Freedom weekly
FRKEDOM Is puMMwd 48 times
a year, on every Saturday except
the ■ret in each m eeth.

Anarchy monthly
ANARCHY (2/3 or 31 cants poet free),
a 32-page journal o f anarchist Ideas,
la published 12 timas a year on the
■ret Saturday o f the m snth.
Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
only
2 ,
I yeer (40 issues) 2 0 /- (UJS. $3)

6 months (20 issues) 1 0 /- I$ 1.50]
3 months (10 issues) I / - ($0.75]
Special Subscription Rates
for 2 copies FREEDOM
I yeer (40 issues) 3 0 /- (U.S. $ 4 R )
6 months (20 issues) I® /- ($2.21)

Wimbledon S.W.19, Last Saturday of
each month. 8 p.m. Phone WIM 2849.
Knockholt, Nr. Sevenoaks, Kent. Every
six weeks. Next meeting, Sunday 25th
October, 2.30 p.m. at “Greenways”,
Knock-holt. Phone: Knockholt 2316.
Brian and Maureen Richardson’s.
Air M ail Subocripti— Rates to
FREEDOM only
I year (40 issues) 4 6 /- ($7.00)
C—dbiuad Subscript*— to FREEDOM
and ANARCHY
12 m ss* ! 4 0 /- (U.S. ft Canada $4.00)
6 month* 2 0 /- ($31
3 month* 10/4 ($1.50)
Special Subscription Ratos for 2 coplss
12 months 4 3 /- (U.S. ft Canada $9.00)
6 month* 31/4 ($4.50)
AIR MAIL Subscript!— Rates
(FREEDOM by A ir M ail,
ANARCHY by Surface M ail)
12 month* 4 5 /- (U.S. ft C snsds $9.50)
Cheques, P.O.* and Monoy Ordnrs should
bo mods out to FREEDOM PRESS crossed
s /c Payee, and addressed te the publishers:

Freedom Press
17a MAXWELL ROAD
LONDON, S.W.4. ENGLAND
Tel: RENOWN 3734.

lend, loosen. I.W i

